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ABSTRACT
The results of studies of the nature of science (NOS) as a factor that enhances students’ understanding of evolution have been inconclusive. Therefore, the main purpose of this study was to test the role of NOS instruction in enhancing students’ learning about evolution. We used a quasi-experimental design with pre- and post-tests to investigate the impact of teaching evolution with and without NOS in two classes with 15–16-year-old students, who were randomly assigned to these two classes. To measure their understanding of NOS and their acceptance and understanding of evolution, we used three different instruments that have been shown to generate reliable and valid inferences in comparable populations. The main results of this study were that, in the class in which the teaching of evolution included NOS instruction, the students’ understanding of NOS and their acceptance of evolution significantly improved. However, irrespective of the use of NOS instruction, both classes increased their understanding of evolution. These results support the claim that NOS instruction may influence students’ acceptance of evolution but not their understanding of evolution and natural selection.

Introduction
Evolution is widely regarded as a unifying concept in biology (e.g. Dobzhansky 1973), and evidence in fields such as palaeontology, evolutionary ecology and evolutionary biology has supported the theory of evolution (e.g. Futuyma 2009; Coyné 2010). Nevertheless, the incomprehension and denial of this theory among biology teachers, undergraduate students and high school students have been identified as some of the most important issues in biology education (e.g. Alter and Nelson 2002; Kampourakis and Zogza 2007; Banet and Ayuso 2003; Pazza, Penteado, and Kavalco 2010; Kim and Nehm 2010; Nunez, Pringle, and Showalter 2012; Taşkın 2013; Mpeta, de Villiers, and Fraser 2015). In addition, teaching and learning evolution is one of the main topics in current research in science education (e.g. Bayer and Luberda 2016; Donnelly et al. 2016; Emmons, Smith, and Kelemen 2016; Fowler and Zeidler 2016).

According to the latest reviews on the teaching and learning of evolution, some evidence connects teachers’ and students’ understandings of the nature of science (NOS) with their understanding and
acceptance of evolution (Sickel and Friedrichsen 2013; Glaze and Goldston 2015; Mpeta, de Villiers, and Fraser 2015). Because the NOS helps students learn how scientific knowledge is generated and tested and how scientists do what they do (Lederman and Lederman 2014), understanding NOS has been suggested to provide a framework within which students can incorporate new content knowledge (Lederman 2007).

However, little empirical evidence has clearly linked NOS with evolution.

Regarding the issue of teaching and learning evolution, several correlational studies have established associations between understanding NOS and understanding evolution, ranging from small (Nehm, Kim, and Sheppard 2009) to large positive correlations (Rutledge and Warden 2000). Some studies have found a positive relationship among college students (Nehm and Schonfeld 2007; Kim and Nehm 2011), pre-service teachers (Akyol et al. 2012; Ha, Haury, and Nehm 2012), and in-service teachers (Rutledge and Warden 2000), whereas other studies have not found such a relationship between college students and teachers (e.g. Rutledge and Sadler 2011; Cofré et al. 2013, 2016).

Furthermore, some studies have found a positive correlation between students’ and teachers’ conceptions of NOS and their acceptance of evolution (Rutledge and Mitchell 2002; Lombrozo, Thanukos, and Weisberg 2008; Akyol et al. 2012; Carter and Wiles 2014; Nadelson and Hardy 2015). To explain this relationship, Rutledge and Mitchell (2002) proposed that teachers with naïve views on NOS were incapable of distinguishing between the scientific validity of evolution and religious beliefs. In another study, Akyol et al. (2012) found a significant positive relationship between pre-service science teachers’ views of NOS and their acceptance of the theory of evolution. In that study, which included 415 preservice science teachers, participants with more sophisticated views of NOS tended to accept evolution more than other participants. In a more qualitative approach, Dagher and Boujaoude (2005) showed that college students who were uncertain about the theory of evolution held one or more of the following misconceptions about the status of evolution as a scientific theory: the theory of evolution is not supported by concrete evidence; evolution has not yet been proven like cell theory; the theory of evolution lacks experimentation; research about evolution has skipped one or more of the steps of the scientific method; and/or scientists are unable to predict the course of evolution. Nevertheless, other studies have failed to demonstrate a positive relationship between understanding NOS and accepting evolution (e.g. Sinatra et al. 2003). Therefore, the relationship between NOS and the acceptance and understanding of evolution has been very difficult to disentangle.

These results have led some authors to propose a relationship model that suggests that views on NOS are directly related to both understanding and accepting evolution (Akyol et al. 2012). However, other authors have claimed that students with low levels of understanding of evolution may accept it as valid or that those who do not accept it as a valid scientific theory may have a good understanding of it (Sinatra et al. 2003).

Despite this lack of conclusive results, few studies focus on improving students’ knowledge and acceptance of evolutionary theory (e.g. Kampourakis and Zogza 2007; Banet and Ayuso 2003; Álvarez and Ruiz 2015; Gonzalez-Galli and Meinardi 2015; Bayer and Luberda 2016; Emmons, Smith, and Kelemen 2016), and, to the best of our knowledge, no studies use a quasi-experimental design to relate the understanding of NOS to the understanding and acceptance of evolution (Glaze and Goldston 2015). Therefore, investigations are critically needed to determine the impact of strategies that teach evolution by incorporating NOS on students’ understanding and acceptance of evolution.

Context of the study

The Chilean educational system is a difficult environment in which to promote innovation in science education (Cofré et al. 2015). In secondary classrooms, the average class size is 30 students; the average number of teaching hours per year in public secondary schools is 860; and the salaries of science teachers with at least 10 years of experience are no higher than USD 15,000 per year (Cofré et al. 2015). The government prescribes the curricula for both public and private schools. For natural sciences, the scientific literacy objective, including some aspects of NOS, was set at the end of the
twentieth century (Cofré et al. 2015), but many biology teachers hold uninformed views about NOS and evolution (Cofré et al. 2014, 2016).

Biological evolution is a cornerstone of the national secondary school curriculum as well as the documents that set standards for biology teachers’ education. In high school, students must learn about genetic variation, inheritance, natural selection and human evolution (MINEDUC 2009). Due to this coverage over the past two decades and the absence of any explicit treatment of topics such as intelligent design, some authors have proposed a positive scenario in terms of the understanding of evolutionary theory among the Chilean population (Medel 2008). Nevertheless, the results of the few studies of students’ and biology teachers’ understanding and acceptance of evolution do not show very strong correlations. In a study that included three different universities and a sample of 50 in-service science teachers, nearly 70% of teachers and undergraduate students recognised the theory of evolution as established scientific knowledge (Cofré et al. 2016). Furthermore, a recent study conducted in a traditional university showed that the acceptance of evolution increased among those with advanced degrees and that this correlation was stronger for participants who studied biology and physics compared with those who studied chemistry (Marín and D’Elía 2016). In addition, the most common response from students and teachers regarding the explanation of evolutionary changes revealed a misconception about need-driven changes for survival purposes (Cofré et al. 2013, 2016), i.e. that internal (the organism itself) or external (environment) factors changed to satisfy new needs (Kampourakis and Zogza 2007). Such explanations are teleological in the sense that changes occur to trigger the organisms’ local adaptations.

Purpose of study and research questions

In this context, this study was guided by the following questions: (1) How well do Grade 11 students understand NOS before the intervention? (2) To what degree do Grade 11 students understand and accept the theory of evolution before the intervention? and (3) To what extent does teaching evolution with NOS improve these students’ understanding and acceptance of the theory of evolution compared with that of the control group (teaching evolution without NOS)?

Methods

Study design and participants

We used a quasi-experimental design to investigate the impact of NOS and evolution instruction on students’ understanding and acceptance of the theory of evolution with a pre-and post-test assessment (Fischer, Boone, and Neumann 2014). This study included a group of secondary students. The participants were 46 students in Grade 11 who were randomly assigned to two classes. Because some students lacked all the information about the test at the end of the study, 19 students in the class with NOS instruction and 20 students in the class without NOS instruction were ultimately studied.

Intervention

The study included two classes. One class added NOS instruction in an explicit and reflective way (Lederman 2007), and in the other class NOS was not taught at all. In the experimental class, two lessons (90 min each) were conducted in which students explicitly discussed and reflected on different aspects of NOS. The lessons included three decontextualised activities and one activity contextualised in an evolutionary topic (Figure 1). The decontextualised activities focused the students’ attention on a particular NOS aspect. This approach isolated and emphasised a fundamental NOS aspect in familiar and concrete ways that were not complicated by scientific content (Clough 2006). The decontextualised activities were ‘the tube’, ‘the cube’ and ‘tricky tracks’ (Lederman and Abd-El-Khalick 1998). ‘The tube’ is a black box activity in which students are shown a tube and its behaviours; they are then
asked to infer the structure inside the tube and to design and construct physical models that behave in the same manner (Lederman and Abd-El-Khalick 1998; for more detail, see Cofré et al. 2014). The contextualised activity involved a case of human evolution: ‘The discovery of resistance to malaria of sickle-cell heterozygotes’ (Cofré et al. 2016; see Rudge and Howe 2009 for more extensive planning with this example). After that, four 90-min lessons were applied in which natural selection and NOS were discussed. Among the different activities included in the NOS and evolution lessons were discussions of five aspects: the difference between observation and inference; the myth of the scientific method; the differences between hypothesis, theory and law; the contributions of creativity and subjectivity in science; and the empirical basis for the generation of knowledge. All these aspects were included to conflict with students’ misconceptions, such as ‘evolution is just a theory’, ‘evolution is not supported...
by empirical evidence’, ‘the theory of evolution lacks experimentation’ or ‘the theory of evolution is only what Darwin proposed’ (e.g. Dagher and Boujaoude 2005). By contrast, the lessons about evolution focused on students learning about the mechanism of natural selection. Specifically, we highlighted that the mechanism is based on three essential components: variation, differential fitness (reproduction and survival) and inheritance (Futuyma 2009). Our aim was to destabilise students’ finalist thinking (Gonzalez-Galli and Meinardi 2015). This part of the intervention consisted of three activities: one devoted to the 40-year project conducted by researchers Peter and Rosemary Grant on the beaks of Darwin’s finches (e.g. Grant 1999); another based on the work of Michael Nachman regarding the fur adaptation of the rock pocket mouse (e.g. Nachman, Hoekstra, and D’Agostino 2003); and a final lesson about lactose tolerance as an example of natural selection in humans (e.g. Ingram et al. 2009). All three activities included a working guide and the viewing and analysis of a video by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (https://www.youtube.com/user/biointeractive). The guide was used in groups of three, and its main objective was to help students understand and be able to apply the mechanism of natural selection (Álvarez and Ruiz 2015). In each class, questions were also included that asked students to reflect on different aspects of the nature of evolutionary knowledge. The control class only included the four lessons about natural selection. These lessons were student centred and included collaborative work, analyses of video materials and a conceptual change strategy for the destabilisation of misconceptions about natural selection. In this class, the two lessons on NOS were conducted after the study, and the data collection was completed.

**Instruments and data collection**

Before the intervention in each class, students answered three questionnaires that had been subjected to reliability and validity evaluations and that had been widely used in the international literature. The teachers responsible for the intervention answered any questions that students had (Figure 1).

The students’ views of NOS were assessed using the Views of NOS form D+(VNOS-D+) instrument (Lederman et al. 2002; Cofré et al. 2014, 2016). Although NOS is a complex concept that can include aspects beyond those assessed in the VNOS-D+ questionnaire, the aspects therein have been studied for more than 60 years in science education, and most instruments developed to assess knowledge about NOS include them (Abd-El-Khalick 2014). In addition, this approach has been used previously in studies of the relationship between knowledge of evolution and understanding of the NOS (e.g. Kim and Nehm 2010). Therefore, the VNOS-D+ questionnaire was used to assess students’ understanding of NOS before and after the intervention (Lederman and Khishfe 2002).

We used the Assessment of Contextual Reasoning about Natural Selection (ACORNS), one of the most commonly used questionnaires used in the current literature, to assess students’ understanding of the natural selection mechanism (Nehm et al. 2012) because a detailed study of this instrument’s validity and reliability had been reported by Nehm et al. (2012). According to these authors, good evidence supports convergent validity because of the high correlation between the results of ACORNS and the responses of the same participants in clinical interviews and other quantitative instruments, such as CINS (The Conceptual Inventory of Natural Selection, Anderson, Fisher, and Norman 2002). They also showed measures of high reliability (Cronbach’s alpha between 0.67 and 0.77). The format of ACORNS items is as follows: ‘How would biologists explain how a species of X [with or without a trait] evolved from an ancestral Y species [without or with]?’ We used four ACORNS items differing in surface features (e.g. animal vs. plant, trait gain vs. trait loss) to assess students’ knowledge in the pre- and post-tests.

To assess the students’ acceptance of evolution, we used the Measure of Acceptance of the Theory of Evolution (MATE) instrument, developed by Rutledge and Warden (2000). This questionnaire consists of 20 items covering six scales, including human evolution and the scientific validity of evolutionary theory. The MATE items are answered on a five-point Likert scale (strongly agree to strongly disagree). We used the MATE because its validity and reliability had been established (e.g. Rutledge and Warden 2000; Nadelson and Sinatra 2010).
Because this study was conducted in a Spanish-speaking country, the three instruments had been translated and previously validated in this language (Cofré et al. 2015, 2016).

**Data analysis**

To analyse the effect of the intervention, only students who answered the questionnaires at the beginning and the end of the study and attended most of the lessons (four of six) were considered, which decreased the final number of students in the study.

The grading scheme for analysing the NOS instrument was the same as that widely used in the literature (e.g. McDonald 2010; Cofré et al. 2014, 2016). If a response clearly showed that the student’s opinion reflected the recommended opinion, the response was coded as ‘informed’ (a value of 2). If the answer was aligned with the recommended position but was not fully developed or expressed or it was simply a reiteration of the definition provided, it was coded as ‘mixed’ (a value of 1). If the answer showed that the student’s opinion was not aligned with the recommended position, the answer was coded as ‘naïve’ (a value of 0). For each student, two authors independently coded each response according to these criteria (DS and JPJ). The authors met and discussed each score to achieve consensus. In total, 90% of the baseline scores were identical, and all disagreements were resolved in conversation; in addition, most codes were identical in the coding of the final questionnaires (95%).

To generate a quantitative analysis to supplement the qualitative description of each student’s profile, an ‘understanding of NOS’ variable was created using the sum of the values obtained for each aspect for each student. As 7 aspects were studied and the values for understanding NOS ranged between 0 and 2, each student’s quantitative profile could fluctuate between 0 and 14 points.

A modification of the rubrics of Nehm et al. was used to score the ACORNS responses (Cofré et al. 2016). From the open questionnaire responses, ACORNS could determine both the correct items in the answers and the presence of misconceptions about the mechanism of evolution by natural selection. When evaluating student responses, a response was considered ‘Darwinian complete’ when it presented the main aspects of natural selection: environmental change (selective pressure), variability in the population, the reasons for variability (mutation), the inheritance of phenotypic variation and differential reproduction and survival. If the answer was missing any of these components, the response was considered ‘Darwinian incomplete’. The rubrics included detailed scoring information for 10 key concepts (accurate ideas) and six alternative conceptions or naïve ideas. Key concept (KC) scores for each item could range from 0 to 10, and alternative conception scores could range from 0 to 6. Thus, the maximum KC score across all four items was 40, and the maximum alternative conception score was 24. Participants’ responses that incorporated aspects from more than one category were classified as mixed responses. Three authors analysed the responses, and 92% consistency was obtained. Discrepancies were discussed, and a consensus was reached among the three researchers (FC, KN and HC). To perform a descriptive and qualitative analysis of students’ understanding of the mechanism of natural selection prior to the intervention, the kind of response given by each student was registered and classified as correct Darwinian responses (complete and incomplete) or preconceptions. Participants’ responses that incorporated aspects of more than one category were classified as mixed. The misconceptions were teleological (evolution through need via purposeful change), Lamarckian (use and disuse theory and the inheritance of acquired characteristics), Amechanistic (evolutionary change explained because of different evidence [fossil, genetic, or morphological], not by a mechanism) and chimerical (new species originate from the mixture of two existing species).

To perform a quantitative analysis of change in students’ understanding of the mechanism of natural selection, all the questions were counted (4 in total), including the number of correct concepts and the number of preconceptions included in each answer. Along with these two variables, a final variable, ‘knowledge’, was created by adding each of the variables above. This variable requires that the presence of preconceptions take a negative value. Thus, if a response included two correct concepts and 3 conceptual errors, the value of the variables would be as follows: correct knowledge = 2; the presence of preconceptions = 3; overall knowledge = −1 (2−3).
As in previously published studies, MATE scores were transformed into a 100-point scale, ranging from 20 points (indicating total rejection) to 100 points (indicating complete acceptance).

The analysis of the three questionnaires was performed in a graphical form and with statistics. To determine if a significant difference existed in each variable’s score before and after the intervention in both classes (with and without NOS instruction), we used the student’s $t$-test for related samples (Field 2011). We also calculated the effect size of the intervention for each variable. All statistical tests were performed in SPSS, version 19.

**Results**

**Students’ understanding of NOS before and after the intervention**

The first important result is that NOS aspects that were not included in the lesson plans did not produce an increase in either class. Table 1 shows that tentative and sociocultural aspects of NOS, which were not included in any lessons, showed the same scores before and after the intervention. However, in the class in which NOS was taught explicitly and reflectively, an increase was found in three of the five NOS aspects included in the lesson plan (creativity, subjectivity and the difference between observation and inference), but theory and law and the empirical aspects did not improve students’ scores (Table 1).

According to the statistical analysis performed, we found that, on average, students learned significantly more NOS in the treatment class ($t[14] = -2.7; p < 0.05; r = 0.64$) than did students in the control class ($t[16] = -0.9; p = 0.39; r = 0.22$). Figure 2 shows the distribution values of NOS scores for the control class (pre-test mean = 6.35; post-test mean = 6.75) and for the treatment class (pre-test mean = 5.60; post-test mean = 7.13).

**Students’ understanding of evolution with and without NOS instruction**

Before the intervention, most students explained evolutionary change via purposeful need or teleology or simply did not know how to explain it. Interestingly, genuinely Lamarckian explanations (use and disuse) were not represented (Figure 3).

In terms of understanding evolution, the students’ knowledge of evolutionary theory before the intervention was significantly lower than their understanding after lessons in the class without NOS instruction (pre-test mean = -1.1; post-test mean = 4.0; $t[15] = -5.8; p < 0.001; r = 0.83$) and in the treatment class (pre-test mean = 0.13; post-test mean = 3.06; $t[14] = -2.2, p < 0.05; r = 0.51$), but the effect size in this latter group was lower. Thus, after the intervention, many students in both classes were able to explain evolutionary change; they provided not only more correct concepts related to the mechanism of natural selection, but also fewer conceptual errors in their explanations (Figure 4).

**Table 1.** Percentage of students in each of the categories of understanding for each NOS aspect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View of NOS</th>
<th>Tentative</th>
<th>Creative</th>
<th>Inferential</th>
<th>Subjective</th>
<th>Theory &amp; law</th>
<th>Socio &amp; cultural</th>
<th>Empirical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>With NOS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Without NOS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Aspect of difference between observation and inference, creativity and subjectivity are the aspect that most improve.
Students’ acceptance of evolution with and without NOS instruction

Before the intervention, both classes showed a moderate level of acceptance of the theory of evolution, reaching a mean score near 75 (from a maximum of 100%) (Figure 5). After the lessons, students in the experimental class showed, on average, greater acceptance (post-test mean = 89.21) than they did before (pre-test mean = 84.26) the intervention ($t[18] = -3.3 \ p < 0.01; r = 0.61$). However, in the control class, students’ acceptance before (pre-test mean = 86.00) the intervention was not different from their acceptance after (post-test mean = 87.45) the lessons ($t[19] = -0.8, \ p = 0.43; r = 0.18$).

Discussion and conclusions

Students’ understanding of NOS before and after the intervention

According to the assessment conducted before the lessons, students showed a low understanding of most aspects of NOS, especially the difference between theory and law and the contributions of observations and inferences to developing scientific knowledge. These results are consistent with the current literature (e.g. Lederman 2007). Students who were not explicitly taught NOS failed to learn about these aspects of NOS, which is also consistent with the current literature (e.g. Peters 2012), even though evolution has been described as a favourable topic in which to incorporate NOS (Kampourakis
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Figure 2. Number of students with different scores in total understanding of nature of science before and after the intervention (white and black bars, respectively) in classes with and without NOS instruction.
Although this intervention was very similar to others described in the literature for high school students (e.g. Khishfe and Lederman 2007; Kim and Irving 2009; Peters 2012), our intervention was not as effective in improving students’ understanding of NOS (e.g. Cofré et al. 2014, 2016). This relative lack of effectiveness can be partially explained because understandings of the difference between theory and law and the tentativeness of scientific knowledge, neither of which increased in the treatment class, have been described as the most difficult aspects to improve (Mesci and Schwartz 2017). In addition, most NOS interventions are longer (4–6 lessons) than our intervention (e.g. Khishfe and Lederman 2007; Kim and Irving 2009; Peters 2012).

**Students’ understanding and acceptance of evolution**

At the beginning of the intervention, we found that most students did not understand the theory of evolution and that their ability to explain adaptation through natural selection was negligible, which coincides with the findings described in other studies (e.g. Kampourakis and Zogza 2007; Banet and Ayuso 2003; Gonzalez-Galli and Meinardi 2015). However, by learning about the concepts of natural selection through different activities emphasising conceptual change and evidence of evolutionary phenomena, students’ understanding of the mechanism of natural selection significantly improved. These results coincide with those described in the literature, which states that non-traditional, student-centred instruction can improve knowledge about evolutionary theory (Glaze and Goldston 2015). For example, Bayer and Luberda (2016) recently showed that an inquiry-based palaeoanthropology lab can improve knowledge about human evolution among high school students.
By contrast, before the intervention, students’ degrees of acceptance of the theory of evolution were quite high – similar to results described in the literature for students in European countries. This result does not coincide with the current literature because, in most of the countries where the data suggest lower levels of tension between religion and evolution (such as Chile), significant relationships have been reported between acceptance of evolution and the understanding of evolution (Akyol et al. 2012; Ha, Haury, and Nehm 2012; Kim and Nehm 2011). Because the design of our study (quasi-experimental) differs from those of most of the previous studies of this relationship (correlational), we argue that gaining an understanding of natural selection was not sufficient to improve the acceptance of evolutionary theory. This result can be explained because misconceptions related to acceptance (e.g. no scientific evidence supports evolution) and misconceptions about understanding the mechanism of natural selection (e.g. evolution occurs by necessity) are different issues, and they must be addressed independently and explicitly.

**Students’ understanding of NOS and its relationship with their understanding and acceptance of evolution**

Before our study, research findings were inconsistent with regard to whether the understanding of NOS and the acceptance and understanding of evolution were significantly related, with support both for

---

Figure 4. Number of students in different categories regarding knowledge of evolution. Notes: The categories represent the number of core concepts (correct knowledge) that included all five responses. The theoretical maximum of core concepts was 20 (four for each question).
According to the recent revision of Glaze and Goldston (2015), one approach that improves students’ understanding and acceptance of evolution is the use of inquiry-based instruction, in which the discussion of some aspects of NOS can be included (Farber 2003; Robbins and Roy 2007; Pramling 2009; Bayer and Luberda 2016). However, from the current literature, we also know that few studies show a significant relationship between NOS and the acceptance of the theory of evolution (e.g. Nehm and Schonfeld 2007; Akyol et al. 2012; Nadelson and Hardy 2015). For example, the recent study by Nadelson and Hardy (2015), conducted with 59 undergraduate students, demonstrated a positive and significant relationship between the acceptance of evolutionary theory and confidence in science and scientists. We have found the following causal relationship: students who were able to reflect on NOS in a context in which evolution was taught showed increased acceptance of this biological knowledge, while students without this opportunity maintained their previous levels of acceptance. This result confirms the potential importance of understanding NOS to the acceptance of evolution.

Figure 5. Number of students per category of acceptance generated by the MATE questionnaire before (white bars) and after (black bars) the intervention for each class (with and without NOS instruction).
Note: One hundred per cent indicates total agreement (acceptance) with the 20 propositions included in the instrument.
as valid scientific knowledge. Because the students in this study did not improve their understanding of theory and law very much, understanding the difference between inference and observation, which improved significantly between pre- and post-tests, is probably another important aspect with regard to the acceptance of evolutionary theory. Furthermore, our results are consistent with the model proposed by Bayer and Luberda (2016), who found that teachers associated students’ acceptance of human evolution with the quality of evidence (NOS) furnished by the palaeoanthropology lab.

Conclusions, recommendations and limitations

Despite some limitations in the study, such as the difference in the number of lessons delivered for each class between the pre- and post-tests, our results support the claim that NOS can influence students’ acceptance but not their understanding of the mechanism of natural selection. We presented empirical evidence from a quasi-experimental study of how an instructional strategy that includes NOS (with decontextualised and contextualised activities) when teaching evolution is an efficient way of improving students’ understanding of NOS and acceptance of evolution because students understand the quality of the evidence supporting the theory. However, we did not find any evidence that NOS instruction performed better than a conceptual change in the instructional sequence to teach evolution without reflecting on NOS. These results highlight that a positive correlation pattern between understanding NOS and understanding natural selection must be interpreted cautiously (e.g. Lombrozo, Thanukos, and Weisberg 2008). Future research should increase the number of classes in which we compare evolution instruction with and without NOS (one limitation of this study), and more sophisticated analyses can be performed to assess how each student in the class changes his/her views about NOS and evolution after different types of instruction, for example, using a more qualitative research approach (Dagher and Boujaoude 2005).
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